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THE PRODUCTION TEAM

Director ................................................................. Jim Tropp
Music Director .................................................. Jan Knutson
Choreographer ..................................................... Michael Stanek
Assistant Director ................................................ Megan Burkart
Assistant Choreographer ........................................ Lexie Ross
Lighting Design ................................................... Robert Mentele
Set Design ................................................................. Jim Tropp
Sound Design ...................................................... Mike Schuler
Scenic Artist ......................................................... Larry Schultz
Costume Director and Designer .......................... Amber Hayes
Makeup and Wig Designer ................................. Jessica Hanson
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TECH CREW
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Erin Bleicher
Bryce Dyer
Erin Dyer
Lauren Flynn
Cadence May

Lauren McKay
Riley Kitterman
Lauren Pearson
Kyna Smith
Olivia Smith-Kooiman
Aleksia White
CAST LIST

Tommy Albright ................................................................. Hunter Olson
Jeff Douglas ........................................................................ Nolan Limones (March 29, 31 & Apr. 6)
                                                          Sullivan Saliby (Mar. 30, Apr. 5 & 7)
Fiona MacLaren ............................................................... Addison Schuh (March 29, Mar. 30 @ 7:30 pm,
                                                          Mar. 31, Apr. 5, Apr. 6 @ 7:30 pm, Apr. 7)
                                                          Faith Green (Mar. 30 @ 1 pm & Apr. 6 @ 1 pm)
Meg Brockie ................................................................. Kendyl VanKirk (March 29, Mar. 30 @ 7:30 pm,
                                                          Mar. 31, Apr. 5, Apr. 6 @ 7:30 pm, Apr. 7)
                                                          Grace O’Leary (Mar. 30 @ 1 pm & Apr. 6 @ 1 pm)
Charlie Dalrymple .......................................................... Michael Rick
Mr. Lunde ............................................................................ Jim Lyke
Jean MacLaren ............................................................... Kiley Thiele (March 29, 31 & Apr. 6)
                                                          Bria McDade (Mar. 30, Apr. 5 & 7)
Harry Beaton ....................................................................... Omar Cante
Maggie Anderson ........................................................... Molly Skalecki
Andrew MacLaren .......................................................... Rob Calderwood
MacGuffie ........................................................................ Hayden Kedrowski
Archie Beaton .................................................................... Bailey Demler
Frank .............................................................................. Hunter Bruegger
Jane Ashton ...................................................................... Jadyn Thiel
MacGregor ........................................................................ Kahler Thiele

BRIGADOON ENSEMBLE

Angelia Arndt ................................................................. Bria McDade
Emily Babcock ............................................................. Kiara Morten
Hunter Bruegger ............................................................ Julia Newmark
Robert Calderwood ....................................................... Grace O’Leary
Omar Cante II ................................................................ Sarah Parker
Alexyn Cervantes .......................................................... Megan Peacock
Alyson Christianson ........................................................ Emma Peterson
Hannah Clark ..................................................................... Zander Rowley
Bailey Demler ............................................................... Sullivan Saliby
Jazmine Dewey ................................................................ Addison Schuh
Miranda Faist .................................................................... Georgia Seefeld
Faith Green ..................................................................... Molly Skalecki
Nikolas Hall ...................................................................... Anika Soto
Grace Heiss ....................................................................... Emily Thiel
Kyli Hoglund .................................................................... Jadyn Thiel
Kaiya Hutter ..................................................................... Kahler Thiele
Hayden Kedrowski .......................................................... Kiley Thiele
Hunter Kedrowski ............................................................ Emma Thurner
Nolan Limones .................................................................. Kendyl VanKirk
Olivia Mauritza
Tarin McBride
Rock River Repertory Theatre

Presents

Disney

Frozen, Jr.

COMING AUGUST 2019

Directed by
Jim Tropp

Audition Dates to come!

For more information & details follow us on Facebook or go to our website:

www.rockriverrep.com
Congratulations
to the Cast & Crew of
Brigadoon

Beloit, WI
Congratulations to the cast of Brigadoon!

Enjoy the Ride!

SCHWINN®
MUSICAL NUMBERS

***The time is May, 1949***

ACT I
Introduction
Brigadoon ................................................................. Ensemble
Vendors’ Calls .............................................................. Ensemble
Down On MacConnachy Square ................................................ Ensemble
Waitin’ For My Dearie ................................................... Fiona & Girls
I’ll Go Home With Bonnie Jean ............................................. Charlie & Ensemble
The Heather On The Hill ................................................... Tommy & Fiona
Rain Scene ........................................................................ Ensemble
The Love of My Life ......................................................... Meg
Jeanie’s Packin’ Up ............................................................ Girls
Come To Me, Bend To Me .................................................... Charlie
Almost Like Being In Love ................................................ Fiona & Tommy
Entrance of the Clans ......................................................... Ensemble
Wedding Dance ................................................................ Ensemble
Sword Dance & Reel ........................................................ Ensemble

ACT II
Entr’acte
The Chase ........................................................................ Tommy & Ensemble
There But For You Go I ....................................................... Tommy
My Mother’s Wedding Day ................................................ Meg & Ensemble
The Funeral ..................................................................... Maggie & Ensemble
From This Day On ............................................................ Fiona & Tommy
Farewell Music .................................................................. Ensemble
Reprises ........................................................................... Fiona, Tommy & Ensemble
Finale ................................................................................ Ensemble

LETTER JACKETS

CHENILLE PATCHES
Custom Screen Printing and Embroidery!

Thronsden Lettering Inc.
4375 Milton Ave (Hwy 26) Janesville, WI 608-754-6370
www.thronsdenlettering.com
Because of your smile, you make life more beautiful!

Break a leg, Michael!

Love Mom, Dad, & Lilli

Emily Babcock, Your talents have always kept us smiling. See you in Brigadoon!

Love, Mom Dad, Colleen, Dawson, & Remington
BIOGRAPHIES

Rebekah Alvear (Tech Crew) is a freshman. This is her first Parker musical. She is excited to be a part of the show and learn about the technical side of theater. Enjoy the show!

Angelia Arndt (Ensemble) is a sophomore. She is overjoyed to be is part of BRIGADOON, her first Parker show, and hopes to be in many more! Angelia also enjoys singing in Mixed Choir, Bel Canto Choir, is a member of student council, and plays volleyball. Angelia would like to thank Jim Tropp, Mrs. Knutson, Michael Stanek, her family, and many others for always supporting her and pushing her to strive to be the best she can be. She hopes you all enjoy this beautiful show!

Emily Babcock (Ensemble) is a junior. She is so excited to be in this production of BRIGADOON. Previous shows include THE LITTLE MERMAID (Windward/Carlotta/Ensemble), GHOST (Patient/Nunn 1/Ensemble), ANYTHING GOES (Erma/Ensemble), BEAUTY AND THE BEAST (Silly Girl/Ensemble), WHITE CHRISTMAS (Asst. Seamstress/Ensemble), SWEENEY TODD (Ensemble). She is also in Parker’s A Cappella Choir, Wind Ensemble, Link Crew and 7th Heaven. She wants to thank Jim Tropp, Mrs. Knutson, Michael Stanek, Bob, Mike, Amber, Alyssa, and everyone else who helped put this show together. Enjoy the show!!

Erin Bleicher (Tech Crew) is a senior and excited to participate in this show. She has been an ensemble member in LITTLE MERMAID, BEAUTY AND THE BEAST, SWEENEY TODD, and THE KING AND I. She loves being in Parker musicals and is sad that due to (many) other activities she can’t be an ensemble member for this show. She hopes you enjoy this wonderful show!

Hunter Bruegger (Frank/Ensemble) is a sophomore. He is so excited to be in this production of BRIGADOON. He has been seen in THE LITTLE MERMAID (Ensemble), ANYTHING GOES (Fred/Sailor), BEAUTY AND THE BEAST (Ensemble), WHITE CHRISTMAS (Ensemble), SWEENEY TODD (Ensemble), THE MUSIC MAN (Winthrop Paroo), and OLIVER (Ensemble). He sings in A Cappella Choir and plays in the band. He would like to thank Jim Tropp, Mrs. Knutson, Dr. Knutson, Michael Stanek, Amber Hayes, Mrs. Burkart, family, friends, and cast and crew for all the support. Enjoy the show!

Omar Cante II (Harry) is a senior. Previous Parker productions include WHITE CHRISTMAS (Conductor), THE ADDAMS FAMILY (Lucas), ANYTHING GOES (Luke), MARY POPPINS (Ensemble), SWEENEY TODD (Ensemble), CAROUSEL (Ensemble), and WEST SIDE STORY (Ensemble). He was captain on the PHS soccer team and sings in A Cappella. He can’t wait for you to enjoy the show. He would like to thank the whole cast and crew, Megan Burkart, Mrs. Knutson, Jim Tropp, and Michael Stanek.
**BIOGRAPHIES CONT.**

**Alexyn Cervantes (Ensemble)** is a senior at Rock River Charter School. This is her 9th and final show at Parker. She has been in many shows with The Janesville Armory, Spotlight on Kids, Theatre Unlimited, and the School District of Janesville. Some of her favorite shows include: THE LITTLE MERMAID (Flounder), WHITE CHRISTMAS (Susan Waverly), MARY POPPINS (Jane Banks), SEUSSICAL (Sour Kangaroo), ANYTHING GOES (Reporter/Ensemble), THE ADDAMS FAMILY (Ancestor), ANNIE (Annie), IT’S A WONDERFUL LIFE (Zuzu Bailey), INTO THE WOODS JR. (Witch), and SWEENEY TODD (Ensemble). She will always be grateful for the amazing opportunities and experiences she has had at Parker. She would like to thank Jim, Mrs. Knutson, Amber, Bob, Michael, and everyone involved for making her last musical at Parker one she’ll cherish forever.

**Rob Calderwood (Andrew MacLaren)** is a junior. Previous shows include THE LITTLE MERMAID (King Triton), GHOST (Tech Crew), ANYTHING GOES (Elisha Whitney), BEAUTY AND THE BEAST (Bookseller/Ensemble), WHITE CHRISTMAS (Quintet/Ensemble), THE ADDAMS FAMILY (Tech Crew), and MARY POPPINS (Tech Crew). He would like to express his deepest thanks to Jan Knutson and Jim Tropp for their excellent guidance.

**Alyson Christianson (Ensemble)** is a sophomore. You may have seen her in Parker productions of DISNEY’S THE LITTLE MERMAID (Ensemble), BEAUTY AND THE BEAST (Ensemble), and SDJ’s ANYTHING GOES (Ensemble). Outside of musicals she is also a part of Bel Canto Choir and DECA. She would like to thank Jan Knutson and Jim Tropp for giving her the opportunity to perform in another PHS musical. She hopes to make her grandma proud by being a part of the same musical that she did when she was in high school. Enjoy the show!

**Hannah Clark (Ensemble)** is a junior. Previous shows include Sweeney Todd (Ensemble), White Christmas (Ensemble), Beauty and the Beast (Ensemble) and The Little Mermaid (Ensemble). Hannah is also a part of A Cappella Choir and Mixed Choir at Parker. She would also like to thank the cast of Brigadoon as well as Jim, Mrs. K., Michael, Megan and many others for making this show possible.

**Bailey Demler (Archie Beaton)** is a senior. Previous shows include THE LITTLE MERMAID (Pilot/Ensemble) and ANYTHING GOES (Sailor). Bailey is also an active member of Parker DECA. He would like to extend his thanks to the other cast and crew members of BRIGADOON as well as all of the directors. This will be his last performance at Parker and he hopes everyone enjoys the show!

**Jazmine Dewey (Ensemble)** is a junior. Previous shows include MARY POPPINS (Ensemble) SWEENEY TODD (Ensemble) WHITE CHRISTMAS (Ensemble) BEAUTY AND THE BEAST (Wardrobe/
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We will miss watching you Shine on the Parker Stage, but can’t wait to see what the Future holds for you! You have become such a Beautiful Actress and we couldn’t be more proud!

We will always be your Biggest fans!

We Love You Addison!

Love Mom, Dad, & Aidan
Ensemble), GHOST: THE MUSICAL (Ensemble), ANYTHING GOES (Ensemble) and THE LITTLE MERMAID (Jetsam). Jazmine is also a part of A Cappella Choir, Geac, and Link Crew. Jazmine would like to thank Dr. and Mrs. Knutson, Jim Tropp, Amber Hayes, Michael Stanek, and Mrs. Burkart for all their hard work and time they put into making this show possible. She would also like to thank her parents for being a constant support in her love for theatre. Enjoy the show!!

Erin Dyer (Tech Crew) is a junior. This is her 7th production working on Tech Crew. She has been involved in MARY POPPINS, ADDAMS FAMILY, WHITE CHRISTMAS, BEAUTY AND THE BEAST (Ensemble), THE LITTLE MERMAID, A CHRISTMAS CAROL at JPAC, and Parker Playhouse’s LION, WITCH and the WARDROBE. She would love to thank everyone for their hard work to create such a great show. Enjoy the show!

Miranda Faist (Ensemble) is a freshman. Previous shows include SDJ’s ANYTHING GOES (Ensemble), and Parker’s THE LITTLE MERMAID (Ensemble). She has also been seen in THE LITTLE MERMAID JR (Mersister), BEAUTY AND THE BEAST JR (Belle), and ANNIE JR (Grace) at St William’s School. She would like to thank her family and friends for supporting her, and Jim, Mrs. Knutson, Michael, Amber, Bob, Mrs. Burkart, and the entire cast for their hard work. Enjoy the show!

Faith Green (Fiona/Ensemble) is a freshman at Parker High School. She is thrilled to be a part of this production of BRIGADOON. Previous shows include SDJ’s ANYTHING GOES (Tech Crew), and Parker’s THE LITTLE MERMAID (Ensemble). She has also been seen in THE LITTLE MERMAID JR (Mersister), BEAUTY AND THE BEAST JR (Belle), and ANNIE JR (Grace) at St William’s School. She would like to thank her family and friends for supporting her, and Jim, Mrs. Knutson, Michael, Amber, Bob, Mrs. Burkart, and the entire cast for their hard work. Enjoy the show!

Nikolas Hall (Ensemble) is a freshman and is very excited to be in the cast of BRIGADOON. This is his first musical and is happy to be a part of something completely new. BRIGADOON is going to be a wonderful show and he hopes you enjoy it!

Grace Heiss (Ensemble) is a senior. She is thrilled to be joining the cast of BRIGADOON. Previous shows include THE LITTLE MERMAID (Flounder), ANYTHING GOES (FBI Agent/Ensemble), BEAUTY AND THE BEAST (Silly Girl/Ensemble), WHITE CHRISTMAS (Mike), SWEENEY TODD (Ensemble), and MARY POPPINS (Katie Nanna/Ensemble). She is a member of A Cappella Choir and 7th Heaven. This is Grace’s last PHS musical and she is so thankful for the memories and lasting friendships she has made through the musical program. She would like to thank Jim, Mrs. K, Michael, and Amber for their hard work and for giving her this beautiful experience. Enjoy the show!
BIOGRAPHIES CONT.

Kyli Hoglund (Ensemble) is a sophomore and is extremely excited to be part of this wonderful production BRIGADOON. She was also in the ensemble of BEAUTY AND THE BEAST. She enjoys singing and being part of the Bel Canto Choir. She wants to thank Jim Tropp, Mrs. Knutson, and her family for always supporting and believing in her. Enjoy this magical production!

Kaiya Hutter (Ensemble) is a junior. She is in A Cappella Choir and Symphonic Band. Past shows include THE LITTLE MERMAID (Atina), ANYTHING GOES (Ensemble), BEAUTY AND THE BEAST (Ensemble), WHITE CHRISTMAS (Ensemble), SWEENEY TODD (Ensemble), and MARY POPPINS (Ensemble). She would like to thank Megan Burkart, Mrs. K, Michael Stanek, and Jim Tropp.

Hayden Kedrowski (Mac Guffie/Sandy) is a senior. This is her 10th show at Parker. Previous shows include THE LITTLE MERMAID (Arista), ANYTHING GOES (FBI Agent/Ensemble), BEAUTY AND THE BEAST (Mrs. Potts), WHITE CHRISTMAS (Mrs. Snoring Man), SWEENEY TODD (Soloist/Ensemble), ADDAMS FAMILY (Ensemble), MARY POPPINS (Mrs. Corry), CAROUSEL (Ensemble), and 9 TO 5 (Ensemble). Other activities include piano, A Cappella Choir, 7th Heaven, and Science National Honors Society. She would like to thank everyone involved in this production and her family for such amazing support, especially her mom and grandma. She hopes you enjoy this beautiful show!

Hunter Kedrowski (Ensemble) is a freshman. This is his third show at Parker. Previous shows include MARY POPPINS (Michael Banks) and THE ADDAMS FAMILY (Pugsley Addams). He is very grateful to have taken part in past shows and looks forward to many more. He is especially thankful for Jim, Mrs. Knutson, Amber, Michael, and Bob. He would also like to thank his middle school choir teacher, Mrs. Maenner, who introduced him to the Parker High School musical program.

Riley Kitterman (Tech Crew) is a freshman. She looks forward to being part of tech crew for BRIGADOON. She will be in Bel Canto Choir. Riley enjoys being with family, singing in Mixed Choir, and studying marine biology. She would like to thank Jan Knutson and Jim Tropp for giving her an opportunity to develop her performing skills. She hopes her uncles and grandparents enjoy the same show they performed in high school. Have a great time and enjoy!

Nolan Limones (Jeff Douglas) is a sophomore. Previous shows include PHS’ LITTLE MERMAID (Chef Louie), SDJ’s ANYTHING GOES (Lord Evelyn Oakleigh), PHS’ BEAUTY AND THE BEAST (Lumiere/Ensemble), and WHITE CHRISTMAS (Ensemble). Starlight Theatre productions include CHILDREN OF EDEN (Young Jonas) and CHITTY CHITTY BANG BANG (Ensemble). Nolan also participates in A Cappella Choir and 7th Heaven. He is ecstatic to be given this opportunity to work with such an amazing cast and crew and for making this a wonderful experience. He would also like to
WE ARE SO PROUD OF OUR YOUTH!
BREAK A LEG, EMMA AND EMILY!

Join us for youth night
faith. fun. food. friends. free.
every sunday night
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Free & Every Wednesday @ 7a
All Students Welcome

Mount Calvary Lutheran Church
2940 Mineral Point Ave.
Janesville, WI 53548
608.754.4145
Sun 9:15a

www.mountcalvaryjanesville.org
Rev. David Bergelin / DCE Molly Marcis
Miranda -
You’re one of our favorite blessings.
- Dad, Mom, Sisi & Isaac

“One step at a time. One hope, then another.” Anastasia

---

School District of Janesville’s 4 Year Old Kindergarten Program

Now enrolling for the 2019/20 school year

Call 743-5038 for more information

CONGRATULATIONS STUDENTS ON A WONDERFUL PERFORMANCE!

---

Sarah, may the clan be with you for the next hundred years!

Love,
thank Dr. Knutson, Mrs. Knutson, Jim Tropp, and Michael Stanek for making this an amazing show. Hope you enjoy the show!!

**Jim Lyke (Mr. Lundie)** is truly a “senior,” appearing in his first high school production after 40 years of preparation. He has appeared in several local plays and films as an actor and writer, and his original play about homelessness, “There’s No Place,” recently was presented at the Janesville Performing Arts Center. Previous local roles include Cogsworth in DISNEY’S BEAUTY AND THE BEAST and Ernie de Moocher in GUYS ON ICE.

**Olivia Mauritz (Ensemble)** is a freshman and is excited to be a part of BRIGADOON. Recent productions include: PHS’s DISNEY’S LITTLE MERMAID (Ensemble), SDJ’s ANYTHING GOES (Tech Crew), JPAC’s Roald Dahl’s WILLY WONKA JR. (Candy Kid/Soloist), St. William Catholic School’s ANNIE JR. (Miss Hannigan), SDJ’S SWEENEY TODD (Ensemble), and many more over the years. Olivia enjoys singing and is a part of Bel Canto Choir. She would like to thank her family/friends for their support and Jim Tropp and Mrs. K for this opportunity. Thank you to everyone behind the scenes and on the stage that has helped to make this a memorable show – enjoy the show!

**Cadence May (Tech Crew)** is a sophomore. Previous shows as a part of Tech Crew include THE LITTLE MERMAID, ANYTHING GOES, BEAUTY AND THE BEAST, WHITE CHRISTMAS and SWEENEY TODD. Cadence sings in Bel Canto Choir and plays in Symphonic Band. She would like to thank Jan Knutson and Jim Tropp for allowing her to do these shows and follow her passion. She hopes you love this gorgeous show just as much as she does.

**Tarin McBride (Ensemble)** is a freshman. She is very excited to be in BRIGADOON after being a part of THE LITTLE MERMAID (Ensemble). Past shows include ALADDIN (Guard) and ANNIE JR. (Cecille) at Edison. Tarin is in Bel Canto Choir and enjoys being a part of productions with so many wonderful people. She would like to give a special thank you to Mrs. and Dr. Knutson, Jim Tropp, Michael Stanek, Mrs. Burkart, and Amber Hayes. Enjoy the show!

**Bria McDade (Jean/Ensemble)** is a junior. Previous shows include THE LITTLE MERMAID (Aquata/Ensemble), ANYTHING GOES (Purity), BEAUTY AND THE BEAST (Silly Girl/Ensemble), WHITE CHRISTMAS (Dance Captain/Ensemble), THE ADDAMS FAMILY (Bride), and MARY POPPINS (Ensemble). Bria also participates in the Varsity Girls’ Golf Team, Spanish National Honors Society, Science National Honors Society, Link Crew, A Cappella Choir, and 7th Heaven. She would like to thank Jim Tropp, Jan Knutson, Michael Stanek, and her family as well as all of the cast and crew for their continuous support and encouragement. Enjoy the show!!

**Lauren McKay (Spotlight)** is a sophomore. She has run spotlight for BEAUTY AND THE BEAST and ANYTHING GOES.
Kiara Morten
(Ensemble) is a junior. She is very excited to be part of PHS's production of BRIGADOON. Previous productions include THE LITTLE MERMAID (Ensemble), ANYTHING GOES (Ensemble), BEAUTY AND THE BEAST (Ensemble), WHITE CHRISTMAS (Quartet/Ensemble), SWEENEY TODD (Ensemble), and MARY POPPINS (Ensemble). She also is a member of Parker's 7th Heaven and A Cappella Choir. She is very thankful to be a part of such a fun show with so many wonderful people. She would like to thank Jim Tropp, Mrs. Knutson, Michael Stanek, and everyone else who helped make this show so beautiful. Enjoy this magical show!

Julia Newmark
(Ensemble) is a sophomore. Previous Parker shows include THE LITTLE MERMAID (Ensemble), BEAUTY AND THE BEAST (Silly Girl/Wolf), and ANYTHING GOES (Ensemble). In her free time Julia enjoys spending time with friends, reading, and playing piano. She would like to thank Jim, Mrs. K., and everyone in the cast and crew who made this amazing show possible.

Grace O'Leary
(Meg/Ensemble) is a junior. Previous Parker shows include THE LITTLE MERMAID (Allana/Ensemble), BEAUTY AND THE BEAST (Wardrobe), WHITE CHRISTMAS (Tessie/Ensemble), THE ADDAMS FAMILY (Ancestor), MARY POPPINS (Annie/Ensemble), and SDJ's ANYTHING GOES (Evangeline Harcourt), SWEENEY TODD (Ensemble) and CAROUSEL (Tech). Grace is active in Band, Choir, 7th Heaven, and church choir. She is so excited to be in such an amazing production and would like to thank all of her directors for providing the cast with such a special opportunity. Grace would also like to thank her family for their constant support and guidance. She wishes the cast and crew good luck. Enjoy the show!

Hunter Olson
(Tommy Albright) is a senior and is very excited to be a part of this beautiful production of BRIGADOON. Past shows include THE LITTLE MERMAID (Prince Eric), ANYTHING GOES (Sailor Quartet), GHOST (Ensemble), BEAUTY AND THE BEAST (The Beast), WHITE CHRISTMAS (Bob Wallace), SWEENEY TODD (The Beadle), THE ADDAMS FAMILY (Uncle Fester), MARY POPPINS (Valentine/Ensemble), CAROUSEL (Enoch Snow Jr./Ensemble), WEST SIDE STORY (Gee-Tar), 9 TO 5 (Ensemble), and THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA (Ensemble). Hunter has been doing shows since he was eight years old. He hopes to pursue his love for musical theatre in college and earn a BFA in musical theatre. He also sings in a Cappella Choir and 7th Heaven. He would like to thank Jim, Mrs. Knutson, Michael Stanek, Mrs. Burkart, Amber, Bob, Mike, and the cast and crew for everything they have done for him over the past 4 years. He would also like to give a huge shout out to his family and friends for their love and support for his love for theatre. He hopes you enjoy the show and fall in love with BRIGADOON like he has.
Sullivan,
Thank you for all the memories.
We believe in you!

Love, La Familia :)

Brigadoon
Congratulations to the Cast and Crew of BRIGADOON
Well Done!

St. Elizabeth Campus
Where care and compassion make a home

Skilled Nursing, Rehab, Assisted Living, and Memory Care

Call to set up a tour or stop in!
608-876-4000

St. Elizabeth Manor
111 Commercial Drive
Footville, WI 53537

St. Elizabeth Home
109 S Atwood Ave,
Janesville, WI 53545
BIOGRAPHIES CONT.

Sarah Parker (Ensemble) is a junior. She is in A Cappella Choir and Wind Ensemble. She enjoys music and has been in band for nine years as a percussionist.

Previous shows include MARY POPPINS (Ensemble), THE ADDAMS FAMILY (Ensemble), SWEENEY TODD (Ensemble), WHITE CHRISTMAS (Ensemble), BEAUTY AND THE BEAST (Ensemble), ANYTHING GOES (Old Lady), and THE LITTLE MERMAID (Flotsam). Sarah would like to thank her family and friends for always supporting her with her music and helping her in whatever ways they can. She hopes everyone enjoys the show!

Megan Peacock (Ensemble) is a sophomore. Previous shows include SWEENEY TODD (Ensemble), BEAUTY AND THE BEAST (Tech Crew), ANYTHING GOES (Tech Crew), and THE LITTLE MERMAID (Ensemble). She is also a part of Bel Canto Choir at Parker. She would like to thank everyone involved in this amazing production.

Lauren Pearson (Tech Crew) is a junior at Rock University High School. Past shows include PETER PAN (Starkey), MARY POPPINS (Ensemble), ALADDIN (Lago), WILLY WONKA (Willy Wonka) and more. She would like to thank Mrs. Knutson, Jim Tropp, and everyone who has helped put this all together. Enjoy the show.

Emma Peterson (Ensemble) is a sophomore. Her previous shows include, SWEENEY TODD (Ensemble), WHITE CHRISTMAS (Ensemble), BEAUTY AND THE BEAST (Ensemble), GHOST (Clara), THE LITTLE MERMAID (Ursula/Ensemble), and others. She enjoys singing in A Cappella Choir, being in DECA, and 7th Heaven. She wants to thank Jim, Mrs. K, and Michael for everything and hopes you enjoy the show!

Michael Rick (Charlie Dalrymple) is a junior. Michael has been performing for almost a decade with Spotlight on Kids, Rock River Repertory Theater and Parker High School. Michael has been seen in THE LITTLE MERMAID (Scuttle), BEAUTY AND THE BEAST (Le Fou), WHITE CHRISTMAS (Phil Davis), SWEENEY TODD (Tobias Ragg), MARY POPPINS (Neleus), LES MISERABLES (Gavroche Thenardier), and THE SECRET GARDEN (Colin Craven). In the Summer of 2018, Michael attended the Summer Theater Institute at Boston University. Michael was recently selected as one of 12 high school musical theater students nationally to attend Webster University’s Conservatory of Theater Arts / The MUNY Theater Summer Intensive where he will be joining the ensemble of equity actors performing in the musical FOOTLOOSE, directed by Christian Borle in St. Louis. Michael is a member of PHS’s Link Crew, Student Leadership Council, A Cappella Choir and 7th Heaven Choir. He is tremendously thankful to Jim Tropp, Jan Knutson, Michael Stanek, and his parents for all the support and guidance over the years. He is excited for you to see this magical production of BRIGADOON.
Zhander Rowley (Ensemble) is a freshman. He is excited to be a part of BRIGADOON, his first musical. He is also on Parker’s swim and soccer teams. Zhander also enjoys playing video games and spending time with his family and friends. Enjoy the show!

Sullivan Saliby (Jeff / Ensemble) is a junior. Most recently Sullivan has been seen as Scuttle in PHS’s production of THE LITTLE MERMAID. Previous shows include, ANYTHING GOES (Moonface Martin), BEAUTY AND THE BEAST (Cogsworth), Sweeney Todd (Anthony Hope), THE ADDAMS FAMILY (Lucas Beineke) and many more! He is also involved in 7th Heaven, A Cappella, and Student Leadership Council. He would like to thank Mrs. Burkart, Jim, Mrs. Knutson, Michael, Amber, Bob, Mike, and all who helped put this show together! He would especially like to thank his mom, dad and sister, Emily, for the endless laughs and amazing memories!

Addison Schuh (Fiona) is a senior. Addison has been performing since a young age with Spotlight on Kids, Bower City Theatre, Rock River Repertory Theatre along with being in many Parker productions. Her high school performances include THE LITTLE MERMAID (Ariel), BEAUTY AND THE BEAST (Belle), WHITE CHRISTMAS (Betty Haynes), THE ADDAMS FAMILY (Alice Beineke), MARY POPPINS (Mary Poppins), CAROUSEL (Julie Jordan), WEST SIDE STORY (Maria), 9 TO 5 (Judy Bernly), THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA (Christine Daaé) and ALL SHOOK UP (Lorraine). Addison attended NYU’s New Studio on Broadway musical theatre summer program in 2017 and Florida State’s MTI program in the summer of 2018. Addison’s other interests include tumbling, dancing, piano, guitar and of course singing! She is also a member of Parker’s A Cappella and 7th Heaven Choirs, National Honors Society, and is valedictorian! This will be Addison’s final performance on the Parker stage. She is beyond grateful to Jim Tropp and Jan Knutson for allowing her these amazing performance opportunities and memories that will last a lifetime! She is excited to leave the stage on a “high note” playing Fiona alongside her talented friends!

Georgia Seefeld (Ensemble) Georgia is a freshman and is super excited to be performing in her third Parker show. Previous shows include THE LITTLE MERMAID (Ensemble), Sweeney Todd (Ensemble), FIDDLER ON THE ROOF (Shprintze), LES MISERABLES (Young Eponine), and MISS NELSON IS MISSING (Lavita). Georgia has been acting and singing since she was 5 years old and loves it more and more every day. Outside of musicals Georgia loves to swim and do gymnastics. She is also a member of Bel Canto Choir at Parker. She would like to thank the cast and crew for all the support and making this show possible. Enjoy the show.

Molly Skalecki (Maggie Anderson) is a junior. Previous shows include, THE LITTLE MERMAID (Ariel’s body double), ANYTHING GOES (Charity), BEAUTY AND THE BEAST (Wolf), WHITE CHRISTMAS (Dancer), and many more. Molly is very excited to be working with the cast because she loves meeting new friends.
Omar Cante

Time after time you give us reasons to be proud of the young man you have become. We have enjoyed watching you perform these last four years, the future is yours, mijo!

We love you,
Gabriela, Zeiri, Nomar, Jenesis, Kamylah and Pap’a

Emma Jean Peterson
(aka Peaches)

Leave your troubles by the way and just be you.
You are absolutely enough!

Break a leg,
Love Mom & Dad

THE JANEsville PERFORMING ARTS CENTER PRESENTS:

Part of the 2019 Summer Camp!
Auditions: May 21 & 22: 5:00 - 7:00pm

This 4 week collaborative class (July 15-August 11) meets M-F from 9:00 am - noon. The program is open to any students ages 8-18 years old and culminates in the presentation of 4 performances of a dazzling Broadway-style musical in the JPAC Auditorium. Performance dates are August 9-11.

Registration: $55. All who audition are guaranteed placement in the program.
“There is a life about to start when tomorrow comes” – Les Miserables

Cannot wait to see where life takes you, Hayden!

Love you,
Dad, Mom, & Hunter
and having lots of fun. Molly is also in Parker’s band. She has done many shows in middle school and has taken dance classes since she was seven. She would like to thank Jan Knutson, Jim Tropp, Michael Stanek, Amber Hayes and the staff. Enjoy the show!

**Kyna Smith (Tech Crew)**

is a freshman. This is their first PHS show. Previous shows at St. William’s School include LION KING Jr. (Ensemble), LITTLE MERMAID Jr. (Ensemble), BEAUTY AND THE BEAST Jr. (Narrator), ANNIE Jr. (Tech Crew). They also participate in PHS’s Alliance and Robotics. They are very excited to be involved and hope you enjoy the show!

**Olivia Smith-Kooiman (Tech Crew)**

is a senior. She has been a part of Tech Crew for BEAUTY AND THE BEAST, ANYTHING GOES, and THE LITTLE MERMAID. She is thrilled to have done shows with Parker High School and is sad this is her last one. Enjoy the show!

**Anika Soto (Ensemble)**

is a freshman. Previous shows include LEGALLY BLONDE JR. (Ensemble), ALADDIN JR. (Sultan), ANNIE JR. (Pepper and Star To Be), PINOCCHIO JR. (Fire-Eater), and THE LITTLE MERMAID (Ensemble). Anika is in Bel Canto Choir and enjoys performing for others. She would like to thank Mrs. Knutson, Jim Tropp, Michael Stanek, and her family and friends for all the support and opportunities. She hopes you all enjoy the show!

**Emily Thiel (Ensemble)**

is a freshman. Previous shows at St. William’s School include THE LION KING JR. (Ensemble), THE LITTLE MERMAID JR. (Mersister), BEAUTY AND THE BEAST JR. (Chip), and ANNIE JR. (Molly), SDJ’s ANYTHING GOES (Tech Crew), and PHS’s THE LITTLE MERMAID (Ensemble). Emily plays the piano and is in Bel Canto Choir. She would like to thank Jan Knutson, Jim Tropp, Michael Stanek, her family, and many others for believing in her and giving her this amazing opportunity. She hopes you enjoy the show and enjoy being in “Brigadoon.”

**Jadyn Thiel (Jane Ashton/Ensemble)**

is a junior and is ecstatic to be a part of BRIGADOON. Previous shows include Parker’s MARY POPPINS (Jane Banks), THE ADDAMS FAMILY (Ensemble), WHITE CHRISTMAS (Sheldrake’s Secretary/Ensemble), BEAUTY AND THE BEAST (Silly Girl/Ensemble), and THE LITTLE MERMAID (Andrina/Ensemble) as well as SDJ’s productions of SWEENEY TODD (Tech Crew) and ANYTHING GOES (Reporter/Passenger). She plays clarinet in Wind Ensemble and sings in A Cappella Choir. Other activities include SNHS, Link Crew, and 7th Heaven. Jadyn would like to thank Jim, Mrs. Knutson, Michael Stanek, her family, and so many others. She wishes the cast good luck and hopes you enjoy your time in the Highlands of Scotland.

**Kahler Thiele (MacGregor/Ensemble)**

is a sophomore. Previous PHS shows include ADDAMS FAMILY (Pugsley), WHITE CHRISTMAS (Ensemble),
BEAUTY AND THE BEAST (Ensemble), ANYTHING GOES (John), and THE LITTLE MERMAID (Grimsby). He has also been in three shows at the Fireside Theatre. He would like to thank his family for their support and love. He is very excited to perform and hopes you enjoy the show!

Kiley Thiele (Jean MacLaren/Ensemble) is a junior. Previous shows include MARY POPPINS (Ensemble), ADDAMS FAMILY (Ensemble), BEAUTY AND THE BEAST (Ensemble), WHITE CHRISTMAS (Ensemble), ANYTHING GOES (Virtue), and THE LITTLE MERMAID (Adella). She is very excited for all the ballet dancing and challenging herself to learn a Scottish accent. She would like to thank all the staff that helps put on the show and her family. Enjoy the show!

Emma Thurner (Ensemble) is a freshman. Previous shows include ANNIE JR. (Drake) and THE LITTLE MERMAID (Ensemble). Emma is also a part of Bel Canto Choir and Cheer. She would like to thank everyone who made this show amazing especially, Jim, Mrs. K, and Michael. Enjoy the show!

Kendyl Van Kirk (Meg/Ensemble) is a senior and is both sad and happy to be telling one last story on the Parker stage. She has done every show at Parker since the summer before her freshman year. Some of Kendyl’s favorite productions at Parker have been ANYTHING GOES (Reno Sweeney), Sweeney Todd (Mrs. Lovett), West Side Story (Ensemble), and Mary Poppins (Mrs.Brill/Ensemble). For the rest of her senior year Kendyl plans to spend time with her family and friends before she goes to college to pursue musical theatre. Kendyl would like to thank Megan Burkart, Michael Stanek, Bob Mentele, Amber Hayes, Mike Schuler, her friends, family, the amazing cast, and all other staff who have made these shows possible over the years. Kendyl is so grateful for the amazing opportunities she has been given throughout her high school experience. Enjoy the show!

Aleksia White (Spotlight) is a sophomore. She is very excited to be involved in the show after running spotlight for THE LITTLE MERMAID. Aleksia is also in symphonic orchestra, cheerleading, and 4H. She would like to thank her friend Lauren for showing her how to use a spotlight and her family for encouraging her to get out of her comfort zone and try new things. Enjoy the show!
Congratulations Cast & Crew of Brigadoon!
“There my heart forever lies.”

Building on over three generations of Leahy musicianship, Doug Leahy, together with his wife Jennifer and their children, are keeping those traditions alive through music, song and dance. As with all forces of nature, the music and energy created by The Next Generation Leahy simply cannot be contained. The drive to create music is powerful within each of the Leahy children.

Tickets $30 each can be purchased online at www.edgertonpac.com or by phone at 608-561-6093

All performances are funded in part by the William and Joyce Wartmann Endowment for the Performing Arts
It's the hardest thing in the world to give everything. Though it's usually the only way to get everything.”

- Mr. Lundie

Jadyn and Emily,

We absolutely LOVE seeing the two of in this show and are so PROUD of all your hard work!!! Keep focused on all your goals keeping God by your side.

Love and Hugs,
Mom and Dad

Keep giving it your everything, Cadence

Love,
Team Cadence
(Dad, Sarah, Mom, Ben)

Always proud of you, Emma!

Love, Mom, Dad, Will and Lily
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Olivia Mauritz

Liv, Keep shining like the bright star that you are.
We are so very proud of you! ~ Break a leg
Love, Mom, Dad and Waffles
We are proud of you, Nolan!

Good luck,
Love Mom & Bill

Faith, watching you grow has been pure joy...from the most graceful blade of grass in the Lion King to Fiona in Brigadoon. Keep shooting for the stars, sweet girl!

Love, Dad, Mom, David and Krista
Grace,
we will swoon
to see Meg in
Brigadoon!

Love, Mom & Dad
THANK YOU!

A special Thank You to Old Fashion Bakery, for their generous donation to our concessions at Intermission.

Kiley and Kahler
We love watching you do what you love. Keep entertaining us! You’re both amazing!
Love, Mom, Dad & Keegan

We specialize in services geared toward pain management by providing Deep Tissue, Myofacial Release, Swedish and CranioSacral.

Call (608) 554-0894 to book your appointment or visit www.thrivejanesville.com
School District of Janesville
Summer School Presents

42ND STREET

Directed by
Jim Tropp

July 19-21
& 26-28
2019

Auditions are open to students, from any school district, currently enrolled in grades 7 – 11.
Auditions will be held on April 11 & 12 at Parker High School, Room #1407, 5pm - 7pm

Students will be required to sing and dance at the audition.
Audition materials will be available beginning March 15th from Jan Knutson.

Please contact Jan at 608-743-5591 or jknutson@janesville.k12.wi.us for more information.